
Refrigeration Innovation



We believe owning a refrigerated display case shouldn’t be hard work. 

Every Structural Concepts, self-contained refrigerated display case features a Breeze slide-out refrigeration 
system. Breeze is an easier-to-maintain, slide-out refrigeration system that’s designed with aircraft-grade flexible 
refrigeration tubing, a smart microprocessor, and an oversized condenser coil to ensure a longer life for the 
refrigeration system and stronger overall performance.

There are two Breeze systems: Breeze (NSF type I) and Breeze-E (NSF type II). Both Breeze and Breeze-E refrigeration 
systems offer rugged reliability, unmatched ease of service, and superior temperature consistency.

Structural Concepts designed Breeze-E with our EnergyWise system so it operates successfully in settings requiring 
the capability of running in NSF Type II conditions all of the time. Breeze-E refrigeration has the same great features of 
Breeze with the additional benefit of holding product-safe temperatures in warmer, more humid operating environments.

Operator-Friendly Refrigeration



Breeze & Breeze-E System Features

Breeze vs Breeze-E 
Breeze for Type I: Cases operating in environments that don’t exceed 75° F and 55% relative humidity. At 
minimum, all display cases must pass these criteria.

Breeze-E for Type II: Cases operating in environments that don’t exceed 80° F and 60% relative humidity.

Although the conditions for Type II appear only slightly higher than Type I, the 5-point increase in both 
temperature and humidity is much larger than it appears. With on site food preparation and energy 
management systems in place, many foodservice locations operate in conditions closer to the Type II 
environments than Type I.

• Recognizes ambient conditions and adjusts the defrost cycle 
automatically.

• As needed defrosting, eliminates ice buildup and fluctuating 
temperatures associated with mechanical time clock systems.

• Provides consistent temperatures - the key to product shelf life 
and profits.

Smart Microprocessor

• The first system designed to slide-out, making it quick and easy 
to maintain. Components can be easily reached for cleaning or 
adjustment, tools free. 

• Flexible, synthetic hosing replaces copper tubing (which can kink or 
break) for more reliable use without risk of leaks or blockages.

Slide-Out Refrigeration

• Removes strain from the motor by increasing airflow and 
reducing energy use. Creates a longer life for the refrigeration 
system and stronger overall efficiency.

• For optimal performance add the Clean Sweep® automatic 
condenser cleaner option.

Oversized Condenser Coil



EnergyWise is an energy system proven to save dollars and the environment. EnergyWise reduces daily 
energy consumption by as much as 50% offering a savings of over $1,000 per year in electricity costs.

Working Smar ter Not Harder

How Does EnergyWise Work?
The EnergyWise refrigeration system is made up of energy-efficient components and unique compressor 
and evaporator pan designs that reduce energy consumption needed to refrigerate air screen cases. Don’t 
compromise potential impulse sales by adding doors to your open front display cases in order to reduce energy 
consumption. With EnergyWise you get the best of both worlds…increased sales and reduced operating costs.



EnergyWise Saves You Money

Hot Gas Condensate Pan 
Runs hot gas by-product from the compressor 
through pan tubes to burn off defrost water without 
using electricity. By far the single largest contributor 
to the daily energy savings.

LED Lighting 
75% more energy efficient than fluorescent lighting 
and provides 50,000+ hour lifespan to reduce 
replacement costs.

High Efficiency Compressor 
Small in size and requires less energy to 
achieve the same BTUH’s per hour.

Rifled Tube Coil 
Etched / fluted coil tube creates more surface 
area for a more efficient transfer of heat.

Below are the key components of the EnergyWise system, that allow Structural 
Concepts display cases to operate on less energy.



Clean Sweep® for Operational Ease

Clean Sweep® is an available option that helps 
prevent costly breakdowns. Our exclusive, 
award-winning technology solves the problem 
of dirty, clogged condenser coils that restrict 
airflow and make the refrigeration system 
work harder and consume more electricity to 
maintain proper temperature. Clean Sweep® 
easily pays for itself with the savings from the 
cost of one or two service calls.

Clean Sweep® is an electronically controlled brush mechanism that automatically cleans dust and debris from 
the condenser coil daily. The brush assembly cycles every 24 hours so dust doesn’t collect and build-up on the 
coil fins, which reduces airflow and in turn forces the compressor to work harder to control critical temperatures. 
Clean Sweep® strengthens refrigeration performance by ensuring proper ventilation through the coil.



Our company’s foundation of unprecedented expertise in self-contained refrigeration has afforded us the ability to 
pioneer award-winning technology setting the standard for quality, reliable products with unmatched ease of operation 
and stronger performance, providing operators with dramatically increased sales and reduced operating expenses. 

Industry Experts Working for You
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